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Who we areWho we are
•• Founded in 1992, the Founded in 1992, the FöhrenbergFöhrenberg--KreisKreis is a group of is a group of 

open and critical entrepreneurs, business leaders, open and critical entrepreneurs, business leaders, 
scientists and politicians from across the spectrum. scientists and politicians from across the spectrum. 
We ask ourselves questions which noWe ask ourselves questions which no--one else is one else is 
asking and in which public opinion is not (yet) asking and in which public opinion is not (yet) 
interested.interested. We ask these questions out of concern for We ask these questions out of concern for 
„Austria Corporation“, and out of certainty of the „Austria Corporation“, and out of certainty of the 
need for reneed for re--orientation. orientation. 

•• We are politically independent yet politically engaged. We are politically independent yet politically engaged. 
We make great efforts to We make great efforts to ask the right questionsask the right questions and and 
refrain from giving premature answers.refrain from giving premature answers.
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FöhrenbergFöhrenberg--Kreis Kreis MembersMembers
••Univ. Prof. DI Christoph M. Univ. Prof. DI Christoph M. 
Achammer, Achammer, AchammerAchammer--TritthartTritthart & Partner& Partner

•• Dr. Martin Dr. Martin BartensteinBartenstein, , Bundesminister für Wirtschaft Bundesminister für Wirtschaft 
und Arbeitund Arbeit

•• GD Dr. Christoph BaubinGD Dr. Christoph Baubin, , AustroAustro ControlControl
•• Josef Belohuby, Josef Belohuby, Semket EtikettiersystemeSemket Etikettiersysteme
•• Dr. Kurt Engleitner, Dr. Kurt Engleitner, UnternehmensUnternehmens-- und und 
PersonalberatungPersonalberatung

•• Dr. Theodor Faulhaber, Dr. Theodor Faulhaber, Institut Austria PerspektivInstitut Austria Perspektiv
•• Dr. Christian Friesl, Dr. Christian Friesl, Vereinigung der Österreichischen Vereinigung der Österreichischen 
IndustrieIndustrie

••Dkfm. Lorenz Fritz, Dkfm. Lorenz Fritz, Vereinigung der Vereinigung der 
Österreichischen IndustrieÖsterreichischen Industrie

•• Dr. Erhard Fürst, Dr. Erhard Fürst, Vereinigung der Österreichischen Vereinigung der Österreichischen 
IndustrieIndustrie

•• Prof. Dr. Anneliese Fuchs, Prof. Dr. Anneliese Fuchs, Arbeitsgemeinschaft f. Arbeitsgemeinschaft f. 
PräventivpsychologiePräventivpsychologie

•• Dipl. Ing. Dr. Stefan Gara, Dipl. Ing. Dr. Stefan Gara, etaeta UmweltberatungUmweltberatung
•• Prof. DI Ernst Gehmacher, Prof. DI Ernst Gehmacher, BOASBOAS
•• DI Friedrich DI Friedrich HeherHeher, , 
•• DDrDDr. Fritz . Fritz HendrichHendrich, , Marketing & Management Beratung Marketing & Management Beratung 
und Trainingund Training

•• Mag. Georg Mag. Georg KapschKapsch, , KapschKapsch AGAG
•• DI Friedrich Kapusta, DI Friedrich Kapusta, KWI, AG  KWI, AG  EngineersEngineers & & ArchitectsArchitects
••Prof. Helmut F. Karner, Prof. Helmut F. Karner, Portfolio Portfolio WorkerWorker
•• DI Dr. Helmut DI Dr. Helmut KrünesKrünes, , AustrianAustrian ResearchResearch CentersCenters
•• Dr. Andreas Lernhart, Dr. Andreas Lernhart, Generaldirektion F, Rat der Generaldirektion F, Rat der 
Europäischen UnionEuropäischen Union

•• PräsPräs. DI Peter Mitterbauer, . DI Peter Mitterbauer, MIBA AGMIBA AG
•• Dr. Ingrid Moser, Dr. Ingrid Moser, UnternehmensberaterinUnternehmensberaterin
•• Dr. Alexander Norman, Dr. Alexander Norman, OutplacementOutplacement BeraterBerater

GuestsGuests of of thethe WorkingWorking Group: Group: 

Henriette Henriette EngerthEngerth, Kabinett des BM für Arbeit und , Kabinett des BM für Arbeit und 
WirtschaftWirtschaft

Maximilian Maximilian FürnsinnFürnsinn, Stift , Stift HerzogenburgHerzogenburg
Gero Gero JennerJenner, Schriftsteller, Schriftsteller

Wilfried Stadler, Wilfried Stadler, InvestkreditInvestkredit

•• Dkfm. Günther Robol, Dkfm. Günther Robol, Wirtschaftsprüfer und BeraterWirtschaftsprüfer und Berater
••Univ. Prof. DI Dr. Stefan Schleicher, Univ. Prof. DI Dr. Stefan Schleicher, 
Institut für VWL, Univ. Graz, WIFOInstitut für VWL, Univ. Graz, WIFO

•• Univ.ProfUniv.Prof. Dr. Ursula Schneider, . Dr. Ursula Schneider, Institut für Institut für 
Internationales Management, Universität GrazInternationales Management, Universität Graz

•• Dkfm. Dkfm. HeidegundeHeidegunde SengerSenger--WeissWeiss, , Gebrüder Gebrüder WeissWeiss
Ges.m.b.HGes.m.b.H**

•• Dr. Richard Straub, Dr. Richard Straub, IBM IBM EducationEducation ParisParis
•• Dkfm.DrDkfm.Dr. Werner Tessmar. Werner Tessmar--Pfohl, Pfohl, Sattler Europe Sattler Europe 
TextilwerkeTextilwerke

•• Dr. Michael Trampert, Dr. Michael Trampert, CzipinCzipin ProudfootProudfoot
•• DI Jürgen Wahl, DI Jürgen Wahl, VerbundplanVerbundplan
•• GD Mag. Norbert Zimmermann, GD Mag. Norbert Zimmermann, Berndorf AGBerndorf AG **

•• MembersMembers of of thethe WorkingWorking GroupGroup
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The Starting PointThe Starting Point
•• All economic systems that we know have reached a stage of All economic systems that we know have reached a stage of 

(often self(often self--inflicted) maturity or obsolescence:inflicted) maturity or obsolescence:
–– Communism/Planned EconomiesCommunism/Planned Economies
–– European Welfare States are no longer financially sustainableEuropean Welfare States are no longer financially sustainable
–– Shareholder Economies are under selfShareholder Economies are under self--inflicted threat (Enron, …)inflicted threat (Enron, …)
–– Manchester Liberalism is not socially balancedManchester Liberalism is not socially balanced
–– Keynes, Friedman …… are deadKeynes, Friedman …… are dead
–– The Japanese System of The Japanese System of KeiretsusKeiretsus and the Korean System of and the Korean System of 

ChaebolsChaebols have failedhave failed
–– Crossover ownership Crossover ownership –– such as between banks, insurance such as between banks, insurance 

companies and regional governments in Germany companies and regional governments in Germany -- has proven has proven 
ineffectiveineffective

–– The ecoThe eco--socialsocial--welfare state (which comes closest to our vision) welfare state (which comes closest to our vision) 
has yet to be justly, effectively and impartially implemented.has yet to be justly, effectively and impartially implemented.
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The Aim of the WorkshopsThe Aim of the Workshops

•• A comparison of systems A comparison of systems –– from  from  
shareholder to stakeholder economyshareholder to stakeholder economy

•• „Honest/decent society“ „Honest/decent society“ -- or a or a 
financial economy based drive for financial economy based drive for 
efficiency?efficiency?

•• Effectiveness versus efficiency?Effectiveness versus efficiency?
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Further QuestionsFurther Questions
•• How much is economic order the How much is economic order the 

basis for the rules in our basis for the rules in our 
society/community?society/community?

•• Is there really such a strong Is there really such a strong 
correlation between economy and correlation between economy and 
society? society? 
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Which Breakpoints have already been reached? Which Breakpoints have already been reached? 
Which can be expected in the future?Which can be expected in the future?

•• The dynamic between sellers and buyers has come to The dynamic between sellers and buyers has come to 
an end an end (( Exchanges)Exchanges)

•• The dynamic of supply and demand is coming to an The dynamic of supply and demand is coming to an 
end end (( economics of increasing returns)economics of increasing returns)

•• The market place is in decline The market place is in decline (( Market Space)Market Space)
•• The logic of competition is obsolete The logic of competition is obsolete (( CoCo--opetition)opetition)
•• Hierarchies are disappearing Hierarchies are disappearing (( “Chaordic“ “Chaordic“ 

Organizations)Organizations)
•• Traditional jobs are disappearing Traditional jobs are disappearing (( „Jobshift“)„Jobshift“)
•• The end of corporations? The end of corporations? (( „The Individualized „The Individualized 

Corporation“)Corporation“)
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The Frame Conditions The Frame Conditions 
(Assumptions)(Assumptions)
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The Role of EthicsThe Role of Ethics

•• EffectivenessEffectiveness („doing the right thing“) is („doing the right thing“) is 
strongly determined by valuesstrongly determined by values

•• EfficiencyEfficiency („doing things right“) is best („doing things right“) is best 
achieved through the mechanisms and achieved through the mechanisms and 
methods of marketsmethods of markets

•• EthicsEthics have to define basic conditions for have to define basic conditions for 
the useful, beneficial and sustainable the useful, beneficial and sustainable 
functioning of markets.functioning of markets.
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The Principles of a Global Ethic The Principles of a Global Ethic 
(Global Ethic Foundation)(Global Ethic Foundation)

I.   No new global order without a new global I.   No new global order without a new global 
ethic!ethic!

II.  A fundamental demand: Every human being II.  A fundamental demand: Every human being 
must be treated humanely.must be treated humanely.

III. Irrevocable directives.III. Irrevocable directives.
1.1. Commitment to a Culture of NonCommitment to a Culture of Non--violence and violence and 

Respect for Life.Respect for Life.
2. Commitment to a Culture of Solidarity and a Just 2. Commitment to a Culture of Solidarity and a Just 

Economic Order.Economic Order.
3. Commitment to a Culture of Tolerance and a Life of 3. Commitment to a Culture of Tolerance and a Life of 

Truthfulness.Truthfulness.
4. Commitment to a Culture of Equal Rights and 4. Commitment to a Culture of Equal Rights and 

Partnership Between Men and Women.Partnership Between Men and Women.
IV. A Transformation of ConsciousnessIV. A Transformation of Consciousness
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The virtues as guidance ...The virtues as guidance ...

•• Cardinal Virtues:Cardinal Virtues:

––Prudence/Wisdom Prudence/Wisdom 
––JusticeJustice
––Strength/CourageStrength/Courage
––Moderateness/HumilityModerateness/Humility
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Secondary Virtues require Secondary Virtues require 
Primary VirtuesPrimary Virtues

„„Through the absolutism of material norms we created Through the absolutism of material norms we created 
a culture of such a culture of such secondary virtuessecondary virtues as obedience, as obedience, 
punctuality, cleanliness, order and reliability. This would punctuality, cleanliness, order and reliability. This would 
not be a problem if the not be a problem if the primary virtuesprimary virtues had not been had not been 
suppressed:”suppressed:”

••Moral courageMoral courage
••Creative disobedienceCreative disobedience

••The ability to (constructively) cope with The ability to (constructively) cope with 
conflictsconflicts

Source: Rupert Lay, „Das Ende der Neuzeit“
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Effectiveness versus EfficiencyEffectiveness versus Efficiency

EFFECTIVENESS

= intellectual/spiritual capital?
Social capital?
Sense in life?

not effective effective

THRIVING

SURVIVING

DYING
(slowly)

DYING 
(quickly)

efficient

not 
efficientEF

FI
C

IE
N

C
Y

= Market?
Money?

Competition?

Effectiveness = „What do 
we want to be efficient for?”

Source: Malcolm MacDonald
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ThesesTheses
1.1. The purpose of The purpose of politicspolitics is to secure is to secure effectivenesseffectiveness, , 

while while efficiencyefficiency is being secured by the is being secured by the marketsmarkets

2.2. The increase of intelligence in a system happens very The increase of intelligence in a system happens very 
slowlyslowly

•• First comes change in an organization/system, First comes change in an organization/system, 
only then comes change in peopleonly then comes change in people

3.3. The market The market -- in itself in itself –– has no value.has no value.

•• The market governs performance, but has the The market governs performance, but has the 
tendency to act on its own. We must not leave tendency to act on its own. We must not leave 
markets to their own destiny.markets to their own destiny.
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ThesesTheses
4.4. The relationship between Corporatism (chambers, The relationship between Corporatism (chambers, 

unions, …) and the individual („healthy egoism“) unions, …) and the individual („healthy egoism“) 
must be put in the right disequilibrium.must be put in the right disequilibrium.

5.5. Healthy egoism is a feedback loop for the political Healthy egoism is a feedback loop for the political 
systemsystem

6.6. Political democracy has a constant duty to serve Political democracy has a constant duty to serve 
material material subsidiaritysubsidiarity
•• Economic democracy has taken precedence Economic democracy has taken precedence 

over political democracyover political democracy
•• Economic democracy is the basis for political Economic democracy is the basis for political 

democracy, but political democracy has to take democracy, but political democracy has to take 
responsibility for economic democracyresponsibility for economic democracy
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ThesesTheses

7.7. In all systems which dominate markets there is a In all systems which dominate markets there is a 
tendency towards monopoly (and force for Cotendency towards monopoly (and force for Co--
opetition), which is contrary to the ideal of the opetition), which is contrary to the ideal of the 
market as seen from the perspective of society.market as seen from the perspective of society.
•• The The regulatory systemsregulatory systems which function in the which function in the 

markets (antimarkets (anti--trust, trade commissions, trust, trade commissions, 
competition policy, …) do not have an equivalent competition policy, …) do not have an equivalent 
at the level of the political democracyat the level of the political democracy

•• Therefore there must be Therefore there must be equal conditions of equal conditions of 
accessaccess for all membersfor all members
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ThesesTheses
8.8. Human society functions Human society functions like a natural organism like a natural organism 

and, hence, according to natural rules (chaos and, hence, according to natural rules (chaos 
theory, complexity theory and “theory, complexity theory and “chaordicchaordic
organizations”)organizations”)

9.9. But we must create more But we must create more test points for feedbacktest points for feedback--
loopsloops in order to decrease the pain barrier and to in order to decrease the pain barrier and to 
avoid premature excess and exaggerationsavoid premature excess and exaggerations

In other words In other words „sometimes you have to engineer a „sometimes you have to engineer a 
breakdown to achieve a breakthrough“breakdown to achieve a breakthrough“
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The Desired Intervention of Human The Desired Intervention of Human 
Reason in Natural SystemsReason in Natural Systems

Turbulences

R
e
s
e
t

We must decrease the pain We must decrease the pain 
barriers to avoid unnecessary barriers to avoid unnecessary 
aberrationsaberrations
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The Frame Conditions The Frame Conditions 
(Assumptions)(Assumptions)

The Logic of 
Market Economy

or Voluntary 
Non-Profit 

Organizations
or Networks
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The new logic of change, 
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„„The market makes us The market makes us 
faster!“ Or the Network faster!“ Or the Network 

makes us faster!makes us faster!

added Environment
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Effects of NetworksEffects of Networks

•• The benefit of The benefit of selfself--regulating feedback loopsregulating feedback loops
•• Are units (not necessarily commercial ones!) Are units (not necessarily commercial ones!) 

which function in free networks not proven to which function in free networks not proven to 
be more effective be more effective andand efficient? efficient? 

•• We would only have to ensure that the We would only have to ensure that the 
network logic can prevailnetwork logic can prevail. . 

•• The regulatory institutions which exist until The regulatory institutions which exist until 
now have attempted to suppress this logic. now have attempted to suppress this logic. 
Rather Rather -- the the Agora LogicAgora Logic (Transparency, (Transparency, 
Symmetry of Information, Word of Mouth Symmetry of Information, Word of Mouth --
e.g. 2nde.g. 2nd--Generation Internet Firms) Generation Internet Firms) -- should should 
be facilitated and supported. be facilitated and supported. 
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How Networks should be DesignedHow Networks should be Designed
•• Task orientedTask oriented. Oriented to the tasks that they . Oriented to the tasks that they 

should perform. should perform. 
•• The principal question: The principal question: Scale and ScopeScale and Scope
•• Inbuilt Feedback LoopsInbuilt Feedback Loops
•• Do they need to be Do they need to be institutionally anchoredinstitutionally anchored? ? 

If yes, how? If yes, how? 
•• DisequilibriumDisequilibrium must be designed into the must be designed into the 

system system 
•• QualificationsQualifications for networking ability are for networking ability are 

requiredrequired
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The 3 A‘s as Determinants of The 3 A‘s as Determinants of 
the Network Societythe Network Society

•• AccessAccess (instead of Ownership and Property). Scale (instead of Ownership and Property). Scale 
und Scope.und Scope.

•• AttentionAttention: : The scarcest resource in today's The scarcest resource in today's 
society society 

•• AcknowledgementAcknowledgement: : Justice, Solidarity, Respect, Justice, Solidarity, Respect, 
Equality.Equality.
–– The ProblemThe Problem: Access and Attention have gone the pace of : Access and Attention have gone the pace of 

change (speed, globalization, …). Acknowledgement on the change (speed, globalization, …). Acknowledgement on the 
other hand unfortunately has not (microother hand unfortunately has not (micro--solidarity increases, solidarity increases, 
macromacro--solidarity declines)solidarity declines)
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Issues resolved 11/10/01Issues resolved 11/10/01
•• The state as „NODE“ The state as „NODE“ 

rather than „HUB“ in rather than „HUB“ in 
the network!the network!

•• The state as (coThe state as (co--) ) 
player rather than player rather than 
regulator!regulator!

•• „There is no „There is no 
breakthrough breakthrough 
without a without a 
breakdown!“breakdown!“

•• The third A of The third A of 
„Acknowledgement“ does „Acknowledgement“ does 
not function in an era of not function in an era of 
globalization. globalization. 

•• The network also makes The network also makes 
Acknowledgement possible, Acknowledgement possible, 
if it is not restrictedif it is not restricted

•• But the time factor needs to But the time factor needs to 
be carefully considered!be carefully considered!

•• Globalization is being Globalization is being 
neutralized in its effect by neutralized in its effect by 
the much stronger power of the much stronger power of 
LOCALIZATIONLOCALIZATION
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TheThe NETWORK NETWORK ––
pastpast and    and    presentpresent

Business Family

Civil Society NGOs NGOs

State as 
HUB

Churches

BusinessBusiness
EconomyEconomy

FamilyFamily

Civil SocietyCivil Society
CommunitarianismCommunitarianism

State as State as oneone
NODENODENation StateNation State

RegionsRegions

LocalLocal authoritiesauthorities
EUEU

WTOWTO
ChambersChambers

ChurchesChurches
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The Role of the StateThe Role of the State

•• Very limited as Very limited as rule maker. rule maker. No longer an No longer an 
administratoradministrator -- rather a rather a player in the networkplayer in the network..

•• Not as Not as regulatorregulator, but as , but as facilitator.facilitator.
•• If the state does not function, it will share the If the state does not function, it will share the 

destiny of all nondestiny of all non--functioning members of a functioning members of a 
networknetwork–– it either loses its importance or it either loses its importance or 
disappears altogether (rule: „survival of the disappears altogether (rule: „survival of the 
fittest“). fittest“). 
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Our Vision: The state as …Our Vision: The state as …
Regulator

Rule maker

Enabler

Facilitator

Player

Server

Administrator

Entrepreneur

Networks govern themselves, state 
should just set rules

Markets and civil society do it cheaper

Only a few basic rules: see “Reengineering 
Government”
Markets and networks are more efficient

The network society needs no enabler. The 
best enabler is the human spirit.

Motivate, make possible, support, instigate

Welcome, but on an equal playing field

Serves the needs of the citizens and of 
society in a sustainable way
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New New partnershipspartnerships becomebecome possiblepossible in in thethe
ee--business business CommunityCommunity

Control

Value Integration

•Self-
Organizing

•Hierarchical

•Low • High

AggregationAggregation Value ChainValue Chain

AgoraAgora
eBayeBay, , eLanceeLance

BizRate(infomediariesBizRate(infomediaries))

Distributive
Network

AllianceAlliance

••VisaVisa
••LinuxLinux
••JavaJava

••WintelWintel

CISCO, CISCO, fun.netfun.net
e2open.com, e2open.com, Covisint

America OnlineAmerica Online
Covisint

Source: Digital Capital . Don Tapscott et al.
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AggregationAggregation Value ChainValue Chain

AllianceAllianceAgoraAgora

Distributive
Network AggregationAggregation

Customers

Pr
od

uc
er

s

Aggregator Customers

Customers

Source: Digital Capital . Don Tapscott et al.
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AggregationAggregation Value ChainValue Chain

AllianceAllianceAgoraAgora

Distributive
Network Value ChainValue Chain

Integrator Customers

Customers

Producers
Customers

Source: Digital Capital . Don Tapscott et al.
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AggregationAggregation Value ChainValue Chain

AllianceAllianceAgoraAgora

Distributive
Network AgoraAgora

Sellers
Buyers

Price-
Discovery

Mechanism

Buyers
Buyers

Sellers Sellers

SellersBuyers

Source: Digital Capital . Don Tapscott et al.
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Pro-
sumers

Pro-
sumers

Pro-
sumers

Pro-
sumers

VALUE SPACE

AggregationAggregation Value ChainValue Chain

AllianceAllianceAgoraAgora

Distributive
Network AllianceAlliance

Source: Digital Capital . Don Tapscott et al.
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TheThe NETWORK NETWORK ––
pastpast and    and    presentpresent

Business Family

Civil Society NGOs NGOs

State as 
HUB

Churches

BusinessBusiness
EconomyEconomy

FamilyFamily

Civil SocietyCivil Society
CommunitarianismCommunitarianism

State as State as oneone
NODENODENation StateNation State

RegionsRegions

LocalLocal authoritiesauthorities
EUEU

WTOWTO
ChambersChambers

ChurchesChurches
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